Fall Savings
All Kids Western Boots
10% OFF

13247 BANDERA RD, HELOTES, TX 78237 210-695-4941
All Ladies
Western Boots
10% OFF

Men’s Durango Boots
$10 OFF
Straw Hats

20% OFF
www.cowtownboots.com
4522 Fredericksburg Road ● San Antonio, Texas ● 210.736.0990

NOW FEATURING LIVE MUSIC!
OCTOBER
BAND SCHEDULE
6-9 PM

SAT 6
SAT13
SAT20
SAT27

THE SHEAS
MEYER/ANDERSON
TRISHA LYNN ANDERSON
AARON KANTOR

The Award Winning painting “Dos Amigos” is now
available in a new size 12x16. For a limited time only

Only

A GREAT GIFT!

Join Us
Every Wednesday
Singer
Songwriters Night
hosted by
Amy Hermes
6:30-8:30pm

SATUR DAY

October 20, 2018
-----------------------------------------------------

$20

143rd Annual Oktoberfest
-----------------------------------------------------

Noon-11pm
Historic Anhalt Dance Hall
Featuring Music By
Rennie Guenther & Happy Travelers 12-2pm

Ennis Czech Boys 2-6pm
Polka, waltz
& variety

Justin Trevino 7-11pm
Country Music
The world famous painting “Dos Amigos” created in the mid 70’s by renowned
western artist Clinton Baermann is also available in its original lithrograph size as
well. After being lost for more than 30 years these 16x20 prints are in
remarkable shape. $75 per print plus $10 shipping & handling + tax.
UNFRAMED
ONLY 2 FRAMED Credit cards accepted.

Accent Imaging
IN STOCK
10930 Wye Drive • San Antonio, TX 78217 •
(210) 654-9555 • (888) 824-7225 • www.accentsa.com

PRINTS LEFT
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Tickets $7 before 3pm • $15 after 3pm
Pot roast/sausage meal starting at Noon • $10 all you can eat
If you purchase at the gate - meal ticket & entrance before 3pm $15

830-438-2873 | AnhaltHall.com
Anhalt Hall is oﬀ Hwy 46, between Boerne & Hwy 281. From Hwy 281, go west on Hwy 46
for 4 miles and follow signs to Anhalt - A stop in the road.
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Squeeze box man hosts KEDA show

Antonio Huerta

by Jim Chesnut
How much does music
matter to you?
I want to introduce you
to my friend, mi amigo,
Antonio Juan Huerta. He
is an extraordinary individual. He moved to the
United States from Mexico
a number of years ago
and is a naturalized citizen. He has a degree in
agriculture and has completed
extra
college
courses in business administration. He is the
owner-operator of San Antonio AC here in San Antonio.
I first met Antonio
about 10 years ago when
the rear air conditioner
failed in one of the vans
we used to own. I took it to
him, which he repaired
with a custom-made part.
He saved me several hundred dollars off a dealer
quote. The guy’s a wizard.
In the process of getting to know him, I couldn’t

Come check out
the world’s most unique barbecue joint
and entertainment venue

Texas Pride
Barbecue
Bike Nights Thursdays
Fish fry on Fridays

LIve Music Schedule

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

5 Wrangler Country
6 Cedar Ridge
12 CMTs next new superstar
winner Matt Mason with
special guest Trey Gonzalez
13 Burgundy
19 Whiskey 2 Step
20 87 South Band
26 Bimbo and Borderline
27 Lonestar Pickerz

Bring the kids We are family friendly
See our giant Rainbo playground and game arcade
Phone: 210-649-3730
Address: 2980 E. Loop 1604 near Adkins
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help but notice a selection
of musical instruments in
an office in his shop. It
turns out, music matters a
lot to Antonio. He has

his merry band of musicians definitely know how
to do that.
Last month in these
pages, I wrote a lot about

Music Matters
with

Jim
Chesnut

studied with famed accordion players, Santiago
Jimenez, Jr. and Benny
Medina. He co-hosts a
Conjunto and Tejano
music program every Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to
noon on KEDA, 1540 AM
and 102.3 FM. And, he
plays accordion and/or
bajo sexto at the drop of a
sombrero.
I joined him recently for
a couple of songs at a
southwest San Antonio
ballroom in the early afternoon, one day in the middle of the week. With the
dance floor filled with couples, it was an awesome
experience getting to play
with these guys. Danny
Davis (The Nashville
Brass) once told me, as I
hitched a ride with him on
his corporate airplane, “Hit
songs have to hit people
in the heart and in the
feet.” Antonio Huerta and

indie music and indie musicians. Antonio Huerta
epitomizes an indie music
maker who lives a productive life that supports his
family and feeds his musical soul. Not many of us
indie music folks are able
to do that. I know I haven’t
been able to do it at times.
Only now in the autumn of
my life am I able to devote
most of my time and attention to making music.
So, as a reader of
these pages, I’m assuming you might not be a live
music performer. So I ask
again, “How much does
music matter to you?”
Since you are reading
this, I suspect music matters to you more than to
someone who never picks
up a copy of Action Magazine. If so, I need to report
to you some sad news
from Austin, as reported to
me by my friend, Carole

Buhl.
Hill’s Café, a onetime
favorite of those who support live music has closed,
joining Frisco Diner and
soon-to-close Threadgills
South.
According
to
Austin-American Statesman, property taxes have
risen approximately 300
percent in five years.
Property owners need to
generate increased revenue in order to pay the
taxes. So, they are likely to
sell cherished venues to
buyers who will develop
the property into higher
yielding investments.
So, if music matters to
you, especially live music,
please don’t take it for
granted, because it may
not be as available in the
future as it is now. Encourage your friends to support venues that feature
live music and hire live
music performers. It’s
good for our culture, and
it’s good for our economy.
Thank heavens we
have folks like Antonio
Huerta who are called to
bring us live music that
enhances our lives in
these chaotic times. Let’s
work together to spread
the word.

...
Jim Chesnut is a freelance
Action Magazine contributor
and local live music performer.
You

can

contact

him

at

jim@chesnutproductions.com

651-4541
4810 FM 1518 N.
1/4 MILE EAST
OFF IH35
HOURS:

7 DAYS
A
WEEK
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The Willie Nelson concert for Senate candidate
Beto O’Rourke came off without the sky falling in or the
earth opening up to swallow the political sinners.
It’s hard to believe that any old Willie fans would
get their bloomers in a bundle over Nelson’s political
predilections.
But that’s what happened when Willie, his son
Lukas, and other Austin musicians lined up for the upcoming Beto rally.
Calls on social media to “boycott” Willie Nelson
because of his support for O’Rourke were laughable.
His second ex-wife Connie, a longtime friend
and now my friend on facebook, will always be a Willie
supporter.
Of the bellyaching over Nelson’s political
demonstration, Connie said: “It cracks me up. He’s never
been afraid of doing what he feels is right. He has never
done anything just to be popular or for the money. His
real fans know this and all of his fans like the ‘outlaw’ in
him the most.”
Nelson has never been known to worry about
what anybody thinks of him. I know. I was with him
through his first four and tumultuous July 4 Picnics-Dripping Springs, 1973; College Station, 1974; Liberty
Hill, 1975; and Gonzales, 1976. After Gonzales he took
the picnic out of state for the first time, holding the 1977
outing in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
With the late Leon Russell helping him headline
that first Willie Nelson July Fourth Picnic, Nelson
freaked out the religious right and those conservative
Texans with weak hearts and queasy stomachs with
that first 1973 blowout which was to later become
known as “the country music Woodstock.”
For the first time in the history of the world, the
cowboys milled and mingled with the acid head hippies
of that era. They started it at Dripping Springs, and they
were to continue on for an unprecedented series of concerts the likes of which no one had ever witnessed before.
Under a cloud of evil weed smoke, the rednecks and the flower children snorted, farted, frolicked,
fornicated, and grooved to the music of such titans as
George Jones, Tom T. Hall, Leon Russell, Waylon Jennings, B.W. Stevenson, Jerry Jeff Walker, Ray Wylie
Hubbard, the Pointer Sisters, Johnny Bush, Jimmy Buf• 6 • Action Magazine, October 2018

fett, Townes Van Zandt, Kinky Friedman and hundreds
more.
In those heady and almost mystical days on the
Texas music frontier, Willie Nelson maintained his own
state of spiritual tranquility even as law enforcement and
the recognized establishment of the time worked without legal success to stop the picnics.
As William Shakespeare might have put it, Nelson weathered the “slings and arrows of outrageous fortune” to emerge as the first music pioneer to
successfully merge the divergent cultures of shitkicker
country and Texas rock.
A new genre was born. We called it redneck
rock. But it was not without controversy and teethgnashing opposition.
Nelson had been fined $1,000 repeatedly for violating the Texas Mass Gathering Act, and do-gooder
outrage was at the crescendo level following the threeday concert at College Station.
William Martin was to write about this one in
Texas Monthly. He described in detail the “legions of hippies sitting or lying next to one another like stricken pilgrims at the Ganges” The Texas Monthly scribe
described what he called “gratuitous nudity” with barebreasted damsels “jiggling and swaying” among the
multitudes.
By late afternoon, Martin wrote, “the combination of sun, alcohol, and drugs had taken a terrible toll.
Hundreds slumped around in a red-eyed stupor as if the
life had gone out of them.”
The 1976 extravaganza at Gonzales attracted
an estimated 80,000. It was perhaps the harriest and
most controversial. More than 140 were arrested. One
person drowned and injuries ranged from stabbings to
snake bites. At least three rapes were reported and
Willie would later be sued by two injured music fans, the
owner of the ambulance service, and owner of the ranch
where the concert was held.
After the Gonzales affair, the Austin American
Statesman quoted the Rev. Jimmy Darnell from a handbill that was distributed to Gonzales residents. Darnell
exhorted: “To allow this invasion is to invite the antiAmerican, anti-Christian, hippie sub-culture right into
our homes.”
Those of us who know Willie Nelson would

never connect him to an “anti-Christian hippie sub-culture.” To the contrary, many of us know Willie to be a
kind-hearted spirit with a solid connection with God.
Willie was a Bible salesman when he first
started pitching his songs to the recording industry hierarchy, and his classic song Family Bible remains
today as one of the greatest spiritual songs in the annals of country music.
I will never forget the night before the first picnic
at Dripping Springs when I arrived on the scene with my
two sons, the late Grady Kindrick and his brother
Steven.
Willie and Leon Russell were sitting by a campfire. Willie was playing the battered Martin guitar he calls
“Trigger,” and he and Russell were singing Family Bible.
It was a magic moment for me and my boys, a spiritual
experience I will never forget.
Many years ago, I asked Nelson if he was affiliated with a church. He told me that he had taught Sunday School in a Baptist church until church officials
questioned his playing music in beer joints the Saturday
nights before Sunday services.
“I didn’t understand,” Willie said. “Many of the
church members were the same people who were coming out to hear me in the beer joints. They told me to either quit teaching Sunday school classes or quit playing
the joints.”
Willie told me then that he quit teaching Sunday
School classes and never went back to another church.
I have been around political panjandrums all of
my life, starting way back in the 1960s when Express
and News city editor Ken Kennamer was assigning me
to cover various and sundry political events. Included
among my journalistic forays into the troubled waters of
politics was the Crystal City Teamsters takeover in the
1960s. I was there with Texas Ranger legend A.Y. Allee,
and my reporting of those racially charged times resulted in a nomination for the Pulitzer Prize.
But I
never got physically or emotionally involved in any political contest. It has never been my bag, and I seriously
doubt that anyone would really give a shit what candidate I might be backing. But I support Willie Nelson’s
right to tub thump for the candidate of his choosing.
Beto or no.

Bush going strong at 83
Johnny Bush still has it.
The soaring tenor voice
has been battered and
bruised, but it can still reverberate
through
a
honky-tonk crowd like
spiritual balm for the true
country music believer.
“There is only one
Johnny Bush,” says longtime fan Hank Samples.
“He will always be top dog
in my book.”
There are
legions more who share
this viewpoint, for the man
long known as “The Country Caruso” is again selling
out country dance halls.”
Such was the case this
past month when Johnny
Bush and the Bandoleros
packed the Martinez Social Club near China
Grove in Southeast Bexar
County.
“Great crowd, great
people,” said Bush, who
made his first appearance
ever at Martinez Social
Club. “There were storms
and heavy rain all over the
map, but our people filled
up the dance hall. These
are the same people who
have hung with me
through the years. They
are the true country music
fans, old, not so old, and
even some really young
ones. I love them all.”
Bush is 83, having
been born in Houston on
February 17, 1935.
“Something
keeps
working,” he said. “I’m not

working nearly so much
as Willie, but I am staying
busy. And here is something I never expected. A
lot of the newcomers to
country music are trying to
pick up on my material. So
I have a new cd that defines us for any who might
be wondering. It is titled
The Absolute Johnny
Bush.”
How long will the “absolute” old troooper keep it
up?
“Ray Price told me
years ago that we never
quit the business,” Bush
smiles. “We don’t quit the
business. The business
quits us. So far, though, it
hasn’t quit me, and I find it
really great that we can
still sell out a house.”
The country music legend has recorded cds
which include Lost Highway Saloon, Johnny Bush
Greatest Hits, Sound of a
Heartache, Johnny Bush,
Green Snakes, Johnny
Bush Live, Johnny Bush
Sings Bob Wills, Whiskey
River, Devil’s Disciple,
Honky Tonic, Kashmere
Gardens Mud, and Lillie’s
White Lies.
Fellow musicians give
him his due, including
country
record-buster
George Strait, who said: “I
love Johnny Bush. Every
honky-tonker out there
has tried to sing like him,
myself included. Thanks,

Johnny, for being a true
Texas original.”
The legend has been
told and retold, but true
country music lovers must
never forget the history.
Bush is back after
botox injections which
freed vocal cords which
were jammed shut by a
mysterious malady called
spasmodic dysphonia. “I
still get the botox shots,
and I believe that I have
regained most of the
voice,” Bush said. “I am 83
now, and I don’t sound like
I did when I was 30, but I
am really grateful for what
I have.”
Bush began his country
career as a vocalist and
guitar player in 1952 at the
Texas Star Inn in San Antonio.
Eventually
he
switched to drums and in
the early '60s began working in Willie Nelson's
band, the Record Men. A
year later, he joined Ray
Price's Cherokee Cowboys. During his three
years with the band, Bush
tried to cut a record deal,
but the labels felt he
sounded too much like
Price to be marketable.
Nelson stepped in and
paid for Bush to cut his
first album, Sound of a
Heartache. After strong
local response, he first hit
the charts in 1967 with the
minor hit "You Oughta
Hear Me Cry." The next

Adoring fans still crowd the stage for
Johnny Bush and his Bandoleros Band.

year he had three hits, including the Top Ten "Undo
the Right."
In 1972, Bush had a
Top 20 hit with "I'll Be
There," which led to a deal
with RCA and a Top Ten
hit with his song "Whiskey
River," which later became Willie Nelson's signature song. Just as Bush
reached the brink of stardom, he started to lose his
vocal range. Doctors were
not able to diagnose the
reason until 1978, when
they found he had the rare
neurological
disorder,
spastic dysphonia.
Blake Simpson is the
voice doctor who saved
Johnny Bush’s career.
In
San
Antonio’s
sprawling medical community, Simpson’s formal
title is Director of the University of Texas Voice
Center and Professor in
the Department of Otolaryngology-Head
and
Neck Surgery at the University of Texas Health
Science Center in San Antonio.
That’s a mouthful of titles and qualifications for
one doctor, but country
music singing legend
Bush says Simpson’s true
value to mankind far surpasses his medical résumé.
“He is an incredible
doctor and person,” Bush
says. “This guy saved my
career.”
Although he doesn’t
care for most of the contemporary
Christian
music, Bush considers
himself a modern-day
Baptist who can drink a
beer without fear of lightning bolts and earthquakes.
As a matter of fact,
Bush says he conflicts
with his fundamentalist
Baptist brother on the subject of strong drink.
“My brother is a fundamentalist Baptist,” Bush
laughed, “and we all know
that the fundamentalists
are the ones who don’t
ever have any fun.”
According to Bush,
the old-timey fundamentalist Baptists believe that
the “wine” of the Bible was

Johnny Bush
actually non-fermented
grape juice which wouldn’t
give even a hummingbird
any sort of a buzz.
“The Bible says wine,”
Bush said. “And it means
just that when it says that
Jesus had drinks of wine
with his disciples. It
doesn’t say that they were
drinking grape juice. If
they had been drinking
grape juice, the Bible
would say so.”
When it comes to
Texas honky-tonk, nobody
knows the music or the
scene better than Johnny
Bush. Author of Willie Nelson's classic concert anthem "Whiskey River," and
singer of hits such as "You
Gave Me a Mountain,"
"Undo the Right," "Jim,
Jack and Rose," and "I'll
Be There," Johnny Bush is
a legend in country music,
a singer-songwriter who
has lived the cheatin',
hurtin', hard-drinkin' life
and recorded some of the
most
heart-wrenching
songs about it.
Bush says he came
back to the God of his upbringing when the late
pastor Buckner Fanning
convinced him that God

didn’t cause the spasmodic dysphonia that
killed his voice for a number of years.
The high notes might
not be as absolutely high
as they were when John
was in his 30s, but Johnny
Bush still has one of the
purest honky-tonk voices
ever to come out of Texas.
And Bush's career has
been just as dramatic as
his songs—on the verge
of achieving superstardom
in the early 1970s, he was
sidelined by a rare vocal
disorder that he combated
for thirty years. But, survivor that he is, Bush is
once again filling dance
halls across Texas and inspiring a new generation
of musicians who crave
the
authenticity—the
"pure D" country—that
Johnny Bush has always
had and that Nashville
country music has lost.
Bush headlined the
three Action Magazine anniversary parties we held
at Texas Pride Barbecue.
And if we hold another anniversary shindig sometime in the future, Bush
assures us he will be there
to close out another one.
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CLUB OWNERS
MAKE MORE
MONEY $$$
Reduce Credit Card Expenses

GET A MINI BANK (ATM) IN
YOUR CLUB AT NO
EXPENSE TO YOU!

Hwy. 181 S • 210-633-3400

COLD DRINKS AND A WARM
ATMOSPHERE IN SOUTH SAN ANTONIO.

Karaoke
Fridays & Saturdays

We provide ATM’s for
festivals and other events

A-ACTION
License
BAIL BONDS #25

Pool • Darts • Televised Sporting Events

• INTERNET JUKE BOXES
• VALLEY POOL TABLES
• ELECTRONIC DARTS
• VIDEO GAMES

BROADWAY AMUSEMENTS
BROADWAY JOE GONZALES
210-344-9672

102 S. COMAL #2, SATX 78207

www.broadwayamusements.com

Henry’s Liquor
Locally owned and operated.

2 LOCATIONS:

4234 Thousand Oaks Dr.
210.599.1395
AND

2220 S. W.W. White
210.333.9587
Find us at henrysliquor.net
We are also on Facebook and Instagram

25% OFF Most Bonds

210-226-5487

1126 W. Commerce Street ● South of jail parking lot (under the over pass)

MAKE MY DAY LOUNGE
Victoria Embrey, Manager

Corner of Perrin-Beitel & Thousand Oaks
Across from HEB

We are always open at 7:00 a.m. for our night shift patrons
THANK YOU DISCOUNTS FOR FIRST RESPONDERS

ALL STAR JAM ✸ 27TH YEAR
We open Sundays at 12:00 ◆ (210) 655-6367
FREE POPCORN, POOL AND WI-FI

Hosted by Mike Ellis, Jackie Huddle
and the Fabulous Funtones
Every Sunday at 9:30pm

KARAOKE WITH LARRY & MADONNA
Every Friday and Saturday at 9:30pm

KARAOKE WITH JOHN & KATHRYN
Every Thursday at 8:00pm
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Harper mulls club and Charlie Robison.
Wayne Harper is toying
with the prospect of opening another night club.

Wayne Harper
Former owner and operator of the once booming Martini Club, Harper is
known all over Texas and
beyond as a world class
musician and entertainer
reminiscent of the Las
Vegas stars of the glorious
1950s and 1960s.
When he had Martini’s,
Harper and his 3-piece
group (which always
starred keyboard man
Ernie Kreth) built a monstrous following of avid
fans who represented all
walks of life in and around
the Alamo City.
“I guess I never really
got it out of my system,”
Wayne said of his unique
live music club “I have
been out there playing private parties and to good
audiences and crowds,
and I still feel drawn to
having my own place
again.”
A personal friend of
sports stars like former
world boxing champion
Jesse James Leija, and
law enforcement stalwarts
like FBI officer Erik Vasys,
Harper has played host to
a bevy of name musicians,
including country legend
Darrell McCall, Pat Green,

We have always viewed
Harper as the musician
cat with nine lives. He has
survived prostate cancer,
throat cancer that spread
into his brain, hernia surgery, three heart attacks,
and a harrowing plunge
from the upper level of the
North Star Mall to the
concrete below, a freakish
fall that shattered one leg
and left him with a permanent limp. But that was
back in the 1980s, long
before Wayne’s debilitating heart attacks, the last
one a nightmare which
Harper describes as a
“blowtorch going full blast”
in his chest.
Wayne knows the lyrics
to hundreds of songs. He
can cover everyone from
Elvis to Johnny Cash to
Englebert Humperdink to
Ricky Nelson and on and
on.. He writes and performs original music as
well, and he is an accomplished guitar finger picker
who evokes the memory
of such greats as Merle
Travis, Chet Atkins, and
Australian guitar wizard
Tommy Emmanuel.
The Martini Club was a
success from the day
Harper opened it in North
Star Square off of McCullough Avenue. And the
phenomenon of a club
owner who also acted as
his own featured entertainer was probably a first
and last in San Antonio.
Says Harper:
“I signed the purchase
agreement and took over
the operation of the Martini Club in July of 1990
and the next 26 years
went by like a gnat in a
hurricane. I listed it in January of 2016 and took the
best of several offers in
February. We closed the
deal on March 23, 2016. I

continued to play weekends until April 30th which
ironically was the best
month the club had seen
in several years.
“ I was fortunate to
grow up listening to radio
stations that played a top
40 list that would often include country, pop, folk,
jazz, blues, rock and romantic ballads all rolled
into the format, not because it was clever marketing, but because music
wasn't so polarized back
then. A good song was a
good song regardless of
what style it was. Most bar
bands now limit themselves to one particular
genre and by doing so severely limit their audience.
I never discriminated over
style or genre, if it was a
good song and made people enjoy themselves it
became part of the show.
If the crowd liked it, I loved
it...... after all, isn't that
why it's called entertainment?”
Harper has been working Broadway 50-50 on a
fairly regular basis. Also
the Bracken Store and Ice
House.
“We had over 1,200 at
the Pedrotti Ranch benefit
for Wish For Our Heroes,”
Harper said. “We also did
a gig at the San Antonio
Country Club for a Texas
Cavaliers social event.”
He said playing private
parties is okay, a different
atmospere from his many
nightclub performances.
But there is something
about the 1950s club
decor and vibe, the glitter
and the fans crowding the
stage, writing their requests for hundreds of
songs and laying the
scraps of paper on the
front of the stage.
“I will probably go back
to it,” Wayne said. I’m seri-

ously considering another
club somewhere in San
Antonio.”

Bobby Flores
San Antonio’s master
country musician has
done it again.
Bobby Flores was
named Traditional Classic
Country Male Artist Entertainer of the year at the

Bobby Flores
2018 Josie Awards, held
September 8 at the
Celebrity
(Dollywood)
Theater in Pigeon Force,
Tennessee.
The recording artist,
world class vocalst and
fiddler, and teacher at the
Bulverde Academy of
Music was also nominated
for Music Producer of the
Year, and for Musician of
the Year, and Traditional
Country Music Male Artist

of the Year.
In 2017 Flores was
honored at the Josie
Music Awards when he
was inducted into the Independent Country Music
Hall of Fame.
This event was held at
Nissan
Stadium
in
Nashville.
In 2016 Bobby was
named Traditional Classic
Country Male Artist of the
Year at the Josie show in
Shermerhorn Sympphony
Center in Nashville.
The
Josie
Music
Awards is the largest independent music awards
show in the country.
Founder and owner
Josie Passantino is also
General Manager of
Josie’s Country Blast
Radio which is heard
world-wide
and
was
named Favorite Internet
Radio Station in both 2016
and 2017.
Josie has been hosting
her own radio show since
she was 14. Awards manager of the show is Tina
Passantino, Josie’s mom.

Oktoberfest
Country crooner Justin
Trevino will headline Oktoberfest October 20 at Anhalt Hall near Bulverde.

Other bands scheduled
to play the daylong food
feast and music fest in-

Justin Trevino
clude the Ennis Czech
Boys Polka Band and
Renie Guenther and the
Happy Travelers.
Trevino will play from 7
until 11 p.m., Ennis Czech
Boys Polka Band from 2 to
6 p.m., with the Happy
Travelers scheduled from
noon until 2 p.m.
All you can eat pot
roast and sausage meal
will cost $10 per person.
Admission is $7 before
3 p.m. and $15 thereafter.
Meal ticket and gate
entrance before 3 p.m. will
be $15.
For more information
call Anhalt Hall at (830)
438-2873.
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Marius Perron a power behind many thrones
by Jim Chesnut
Marius Perron is a true
treasure who has helped
many live music makers in
San Antonio and far beyond, including me when I
wrote and produced a series of commercials for
Pearl Beer years ago. He
is the founding director of
Audio EnginEARing Institute, and as studio engineer, he has worked such
notables as Beyoncé, Selena (Grammy), Michael
W. Smith, Flaco Jimenez
(Grammy), Nicole C.
Mullen,
Cullen
Offer
(Grammy
nominated),
Leroy Parnell, David
Kauffman (Aurora Award),
Holly Dunn, and Emilio.
When I first met Marius
in 1982 he was in a band
with his brother, Laurent,
and Michael Morales
called The Max. Currently,
he is in Gunpowder Soup,
a cover band that includes
his wife, Jeanine. They
don’t play clubs, but do
play conventions, corporate events and private

events, such as the New
Year’s Eve party at The
Dominion.
He is an award-winning
audio engineer offering
courses at the institute in
both live and recording
studio audio techniques. I
caught up with him recently, and we discussed
some topics that I hope
will interest music listeners, performers and sound
technicians.
I asked him to name
three mistakes that live
music sound technicians
make. He responded, “I
think, probably, the number one mistake is working
with a p.a. system that is
not balanced to compensate for room deficiencies.
The subwoofer is generally too loud as a result.
“It’s easy to run a pink
noise signal through the
system and use a $20 microphone plugged into
your smart phone to drive
an audio app to actually
see which peaks are out
of balance.”

Personally, nothing irritates me more than attending a live music event
starring the sound technician. Somehow, too many
self-trained
individuals
with little or no formal
knowledge of audio get
hired,
appointed
or
anointed to bathe the audience with their own version of acoustic reality.
It’s a tough job, because the sound technician serves at least two
masters. The first master
is the audience. Without a
satisfied audience, the
venue cannot pay the
band and/or the sound
crew.
Not all audiences are
the same. For some
folks—especially younger
ones who are destined to
lose their hearing—loud
music mixes that emphasize low frequencies generated by bass guitar and
kick drum, might be preferrable. This music is definitely appropriate for
foreground listening.

Well, foreground FEELING is perhaps a better
term than listening.
Other audiences seeking a musical foreground
experience are less impressed by boom and
bang and more engaged
with nuanced interpretation of both music and lyric
in live performance. Folk,
jazz, soft rock, and some
forms of country music
come to mind.
Still others prefer background music, in which
case a sound technician is
not needed.
In its simplest presentation, live music is often
performed by a single,
self-accompanied singer
working in close proximity
to a microphone. When
this happens a skilled

sound technician knows
that certain microphones
muddy the tone of vocalists to the point of rendering the lyrics unintelligible.
It’s called the proximity effect, and most (but not all)
affordable microphones
have this characteristic.
Clarity is the number
one objective for sound
technicians in these settings. If listeners cannot
understand the lyrics, they
won’t engage with the performer.
At the risk of getting
tangled
in
technical
weeds, there exists a
threshold between the
performer and the audience. In the theatre, it is
called the proscenium
arch, and in my view, it is
an invisible membrane

that can keep performer
and audience apart. It is
the responsibility of the
sound technician to keep
that membrane transparently permeable.
The sound technician
indeed serves the audience in front of the arch,
but with monitor mixes,
also serves another master, the performer, located
behind the arch. It is one
thing to satisfy the single
performer
mentioned
above, but quite another
when an ensemble or
band is performing.
Marius explained, “For
the next mistake, I would
say that monitors are too
loud and muffled when
heard by the audience.
Often, by the time the
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technician gives the band
a monitor mix they want,
the audience hears a
muddy mix from the back
of the monitor speakers
that competes with the
main mix intended for the
audience. He suggested
that the solution is to use
in-ear monitors.
He continued by saying
that the third mistake is
the use of reverb. “Often, it
is desirable to add a touch
of reverb to a singer’s
vocal, but it needs to be
turned off whenever the
singer simply speaks.”
Many ill-trained sound
technicians wind up with a
final mix that pleases
none of the performers
and diminishes the experience for the audience.
But, I have just described
an ideal setting in a theatre requiring a sound
technician.
Many bands don’t have
a dedicated sound person,
assigning that function to
one of the band members.
These groups often per-

form for talkative audiences in clubs and restaurants that generate a
competing background
crowd noise. So, various
members of the band start
playing louder to cut
through the crowd noise,
and pretty soon, it’s all
noise.
Here’s what I’m getting
at: whether you are a
sound technician, a band
member, or an owner of a
venue, you would benefit
from the friendly-but-formal training in audio engineering offered at the
Audio EnginEARing Institute founded and directed
by Marius Perron. Marius
is an honor graduate of
two universities, Trinity
University (B.A. in Mathematics) and U.T. Austin
(B.S. and M.S. in Electrical
Engineering).
I asked him to describe
his journey from mathematics and electrical engineering to music. He told
me that he’d always been
interested in math, even
as a child. He and his
brother, Laurent, built
audio amplifiers from kits
as adolescents.

As a senior in high
school he got together
with some friends and
formed a band. “My dad
asked us to record one of
his songs, which we
thought was corny. He
bribed us for $100, and we
found a recording studio
and recorded it,” he said
laughingly.
“I didn’t know what a
recording studio was, and
when I looked in the
phonebook, I found Zaz
Studios, which belonged
to Joey Lopez. I asked if
he ever needed anybody
to help around the studio,”
Marius said.
It turned out that a studio engineer had just quit,
and Lopez needed someone for the next weekend.
Well, the fire in Englishonly Marius Perron was lit
while working with a
Spanish-only Tejano band.
Joey Lopez was impressed, and asked Marius to stay on. While
commuting to and from
U.T. Austin as an undergraduate and later graduate student, he began his
illustrious career as a studio engineer.

In the process, he was
often asked by interested
individuals how they could
get into the recording field.
By then he was working
on a master’s degree in
electrical engineering and
teaching mathematics to
undergraduates at U.T.

Austin. Utilizing that experience, he began offering
hands-on classes in audio
engineering.
What started as a single introductory class has
now grown into a course
with six sections (three
lecture classes and three

labs) that cover both live
and studio applications.
If you are interested in
knowing more about audio
engineering,
go
to
h t t p : / / w w w. a u d i o eng.com. Your audiences
will be glad you did.

Local songbird Lacy Brinson is produced
by Marius Perron.

Super sound engineer Marius Perron is always the teacher.
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